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The Fremont Area Community Founda on is a public charity and community founda on
serving the Newaygo County, Michigan area. The mission of the Community Founda on is to
improve the quality of life in Newaygo County. Over the course of 2013 and 2014, a research
and development process was ini ated to determine the best way to support preserva on and
promo on of natural resources while maintaining the community’s rural character and natural
beauty. The Community Founda on believes it is vital to promote Newaygo County’s wealth of
unique natural resources to current residents and visitors while also preserving them for future
genera ons.

The Stevenson Center at Illinois State University promotes community and economic
development in the U.S. and abroad. The Center sets the pace for public service and scholarship
through a unique combina on of coursework, research, professional prac ce, and collabora on
with communi es.
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Execu ve Summary
How can Newaygo County meet the challenge of balancing preserva on and promo on of
natural resources? This is the central ques on addressed in this report. Based on in‐depth
interviews of key stakeholders in Newaygo County and West Michigan, recommenda ons are
provided for both promo on and preserva on of natural resources. Many of the ques ons
posed to interviewees were based on peer‐reviewed journal ar cles in the natural resource
management (NRM) literature. NRM o en presents a dilemma between conserva onists and
developers. A aining a balance between exploita on and protec on of resources, however, is a
must if the county is to achieve sustainable development objec ves.
NRM involves a mul tude of levels and interests. Op ons for sustainable management must
involve all stakeholders and balance levels of decision‐makers, whether local, regional, or
na onal. No one‐size‐fits‐all approach applies to NRM; instead, co‐management of resources
and mul ‐stakeholder collabora ons assist in achieving sustainable solu ons, given the
mul ple interest groups involved in the commons. Through good governance, flexibility to
change, and community engagement eﬀorts, NRM has a be er chance for success and
sustainability.
Clearly, natural resources cross governmental boundaries and jurisdic ons, and NRM strategies
must compensate for this dynamic. The region of West Michigan contains a wealth of natural
resources, from rivers and lakes to farmland and forests. Taking advantage of these resources
through agriculture and tourism value chains may spur economic development while also
providing for sustainable management.
Key stakeholders provided specific recommenda ons for preserva on and promo on of natural
resources which could fit into philanthropic strategies. They also pointed out Newaygo County’s
major natural resource assets. Gaining insights about where protec on is needed most and
where promo on has the greatest poten al can help target philanthropic investments.
Newaygo County’s natural resources have the poten al for improving local livelihoods and
raising people out of poverty. Many other founda ons and organiza ons are focused on these
crossovers, between environment and economy, and environment and equity. Lessons can be
taken for Newaygo County’s context in order to achieve triple bo om line impact.
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Report Methodology
Funding for this report was provided through a grant from the Fremont Area Community
Founda on (FACF). The grant supported a research fellowship through Illinois State University’s
Stevenson Center for Community and Economic Development. Ins tu onal Review Board (IRB)
procedures for research involving human subjects were followed, and IRB approval was
obtained.
Previous research on natural resource management (NRM) consists of case studies and in‐
depth interviews to inves gate the dynamics and poli cs of NRM (Lachapelle, McCool &
Pa erson, 2003; Smith & McDonough, 2001). Similarly, this report includes semi‐structured, in‐
depth interviews of twenty‐seven key stakeholders from Newaygo County and West Michigan
(See Appendix A for the interview protocol). Interviews lasted anywhere between 45 minutes
and two hours, and interview statements were transcribed. As the researcher, I made an eﬀort
to remain accurate and neutral in the transcrip on and interpreta on of statements.
Interviewees were provided with consent forms acknowledging the risks and benefits of
par cipa on (See Appendix B).
Interviewees were chosen based on their roles in natural resource preserva on and promo on.
Commercial, economic, conserva on, recrea on, poli cal, local, regional, na onal, and
interna onal interests, among others, aﬀect NRM in Newaygo County. Selec ng
representa ves from local, state, and na onal agencies, non‐governmental organiza ons,
nonprofits, as well as the corporate, agriculture, and tourism sectors, provided breadth and
depth of knowledge across a wide range of natural resource issues and interests.
This research will impact the communi es in Newaygo County, Michigan by informing
philanthropic strategies. The findings of the study will be presented to FACF board of trustees,
and future grantmaking will benefit from the knowledge gained through interviews and analysis
of relevant literature. Strategies for balancing preserva on and promo on of natural resources
in the midst of uncertain ecological mes and o en conflic ng social‐ecological rela onships
may help sustain the County’s and region’s wealth of natural resources into the future.
Hazardous waste removal, deple on of fish stocks, deforesta on, agricultural chemical runoﬀ,
urban sprawl, and water contamina on are several of many complex environmental issues in
Newaygo County. Combining knowledge from the literature and a mul tude of key
stakeholders in the community will contribute towards innova ve and sustainable conserva on
solu ons. Given the close connec on between the environment, economy, and society, this
paper will also provide analyses and recommenda ons for rural sustainable development.
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Author’s Note
In a study abroad trip to Ecuador, I encountered something I had never experienced before, a world of zero
waste, or almost zero. On a visit to a sustainable farm in the Andes Mountains, I witnessed how humans and
nature were perhaps originally meant to live. Our food came from the plants and animals on the property, the
climate was nearly perfect, water was sustainably collected and reused, shade‐grown coﬀee comingled with a
diversity of fruit trees and an incredible variety of orchids. Everything was reused, even the human waste was
composted through a natural process. Products like bags and cra s were made from sustainably harvested
plants. A diversity of crops intermingled throughout the farm, and rendered it immune from many of the
diseases typical of monocultures. And only organic fer lizers were applied, such as those derived from animal
manure. Needless to say, this experience made quite an impact – especially given the “throw‐away” and
disposable cultural mindset I was accustomed to back in the U.S. These experiences challenged me to have a
more sustainable mindset: What if we took more lessons from nature? What if we stepped back from our
materialis c lifestyle for a moment to take stock of our surroundings? Might we care more for both the natural
and built environments around us? Could we achieve a be er harmony between humans and nature? Truly
engaging with the natural environment may enable us to make more of a connec on between the built and the
natural landscapes around us. This report represents a step towards achieving a development balance between
preserva on and promo on of resources in Newaygo County, Michigan, a balance that maximizes benefits for
both humans and the environment over the long‐term.

Hungerford Recreation Area

Newaygo County, Michigan

1 Introduc on
Newaygo County is situated in beau ful West Michigan and boasts 234 inland lakes and 356
miles of rivers and streams (Water, 2014). Recrea onal ac vi es on public lands, rivers, and
lakes are popular and draw visitors from the nearby city of Grand Rapids and the surrounding
region. The rivers are world‐renown for fishing and a ract interna onal tourists. Hun ng,
fishing, camping, kayaking, boa ng, snowmobiling, and hiking are several of many op ons for
recrea on in the county. The North Country Trail, a na onal scenic trail, cuts through the center
of the county.
Due to its vast forest areas, the county was originally known for the lumber industry. The ease
of transpor ng logs via rivers to Lake Michigan and down to Chicago created a boom of
employment and new se lements in the 1800s. Unfortunately, logging soon depleted the
region’s forests and devastated the riverbanks. The forests have since recovered, aided by the
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establishment of the Manistee Na onal Forest; na onal forests now cover approximately 20
percent of total land area in the county.
Following the decline in logging, se lers made failed a empts to farm the sandy soils in the
northern half of the county. The southern half of the county, however, with its rich soils,
allowed development of diverse agriculture, including orchards, vegetables, grains, and
livestock. In fact, West Michigan as a region is second only to California in its diversity of
agricultural products. The famous Gerber Baby Food (now owned by Nestlé) originated in the
city of Fremont and benefited from the proximity of rich farmland.
Capitalizing on natural resources is important for economic development in Newaygo County.
FACF aims to both promote resources and preserve them. Enhancing access to resources while
also establishing conserva on measures o en represents a fragile balance. Natural resource
management (NRM) strategies which include the community and recognize this balance may
foster sustainable solu ons going forward.
1.1 Community‐Based Natural Resource Management
How can Newaygo County achieve sustainable and successful management of its natural
resources? What makes community‐based NRM eﬀec ve or ineﬀec ve? There is o en a
tension between the promo on and preserva on of resources. Inves ga ng the impact of
community‐based eﬀorts to a ain a balance between exploi ng and conserving resources may
help guide NRM strategies.
Community‐based natural resource management programs are based on the premises
that local popula ons have a greater interest in the sustainable use of resources than
does the state or distant corporate managers; that local communi es are more
cognizant of the intricacies of local ecological processes and prac ces; and that they are
more able to eﬀec vely manage those resources through local or “tradi onal” forms of
access. (Brosius, 1998, p. 3)
The assump ons of this defini on, however, have received cri cism. According to Agrawal &
Gibson (1999), only through a deeper understanding of the dynamics of the various actors and
interests within communi es, will renewable resource strategies be adopted and sustained.
Researchers have over‐simplified the local community, and retain too much of an idealized,
homogenous, and nature‐harmonious view. Rather than assume a decentralized, collabora ve,
and community‐based strategy is best for resource management, one must take into
considera on the mul tude of interests, stakeholders, conflic ng values, and myriad of other
problems that can pose barriers at the local level (Agrawal & Gibson, 1999).
1.2 What Defines Success?
Successful NRM is sustainable, equitable, and balances both preserva on and promo on. It
must take into account both conserva on and livelihoods (Larson & Ribot, 2004), protec on
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and economic development. Engaging the public (McCool & Guthrie, 2001) and giving local
popula ons input in decision‐making regarding their natural resources promotes outcomes that
are equitable and accountable. Building capacity (Davenport & Seekamp, 2013; Raymond &
Cleary, 2013), resilience (Cosens, 2013; Garmestani & Benson, 2013; Plummer, Armitage, & Loe,
2013; Stokols, Lejano, & Hipp, 2013), and adapta on and collabora on (Monroe, Plate, &
Oxarart, 2013; Plummer et al., 2012; Singleton, 2000) into communi es’ natural resource
strategies will ensure flexibility amidst uncertain social‐ecological circumstances.
Further, according to Lachapelle, McCool, & Pa erson (2003), several barriers prevent
successful natural resource planning: (1) inadequate goal defini on, (2) lack of trust, (3)
procedural obliga ons, (4) inflexibility, and (5) ins tu onal design. They advocate for a more
poli cal and less scien fic planning process. An overemphasis on procedure sabotages
crea vity. Percep ons and values pertaining to natural resources constantly change, socie es
and people change, and the planning process could be er reflect community‐based rather than
scien fic goals. In the past, a top‐down, technocra c, scien fic process dominated NRM, and
many current projects s ll reflect this bureaucra c style of planning. Successful planning,
however, will involve flexibility, innova on, clear goals, and an ins tu onal design that draws
from an engaged public rather than special interests (Lachapelle, McCool, & Pa erson, 2003).
Like Lachapelle, McCool, & Pa erson’s (2003) emphasis on flexibility in planning, Armitage
(2005) links successful management to the ability to adapt to changing circumstances. Armitage
acknowledges the contradic on inherent in the management debate, namely, the tension
between preserva on and promo on. Social adapta on (involving economic promo on of
natural resources) requires innova on and learning amidst uncertainty with the goal of
reaching capacity. Ecological adapta on (involving conserva on), on the other hand,
necessitates a slow‐moving process with the goal of stability.
2 Sustaining Newaygo County’s Natural Resources
Good governance, regular community engagement, flexibility in NRM, and a focus on
pragma sm may provide the framework for sustainable resource use in Newaygo County.
Governance is important for managing the “commons” and community involvement fosters
community ownership. The nature of changing landscapes necessitates flexibility in NRM
procedures and guidelines. Addi onally, taking a prac cal approach to NRM involves analyzing
what changes have occurred and how communi es can prevent or adapt to them.
The following analysis begins with Newaygo County’s advantages and challenges; it then
outlines governance, community engagement, and flexibility in NRM through the lens of recent
literature and key stakeholder interviews. Based on these analyses and observa ons, the report
then details applicable rural development implica ons. Also included is an analysis of best
prac ces from other founda ons and organiza ons addressing similar issues. The paper
concludes with recommenda ons for strategic natural resource focus areas and investments.
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2.1 Newaygo County Advantages
According to key natural resource stakeholders, Newaygo County has many advantages.
Natural resource assets like rivers and forests enable recrea onal opportuni es, and proximity
to Grand Rapids provides corresponding access to an expanding market of recrea onal users.
Agricultural land in the southern half the county is diverse, giving the county an upper hand
economically. With Gerber Products nearby, a market has grown for processing this wealth of
agricultural products.
Newaygo County’s large amount of natural and rural land gives it an advantage in terms of
conserva on. The county has avoided large amounts of development, which means it has also
avoided the o en nega ve environmental impacts of growth. Notably, there is a posi ve
a tude towards preserva on in the county. In general, people want to leave the environment
a be er place for future genera ons. This thought pa ern has led to ac ons such as farmland
preserva on and watershed restora on ac vi es.
Another advantage is the small size of government. According to key stakeholders, the county’s
small government renders it more eﬃcient, and leadership at the county level is well‐placed.
There is also a spirit of collabora on, with several joint commissions, mul ‐jurisdic onal
planning, and the presence of FACF. Indeed, FACF is uniquely posi oned in the county to
facilitate dialogue and convene diverse stakeholders. The significant financial resources of FACF
rela ve to the popula on in the county also represent a compara ve advantage.
2.2 Natural Resource Challenges
Of course, the county also has its share of natural resource challenges. Supply of fresh water,
for instance, was frequently men oned during key stakeholder interviews. Demand on water
supplies con nues to increase. Manufacturing use and agricultural irriga on draw large
amounts of water from the ground, but the ques on remains of how much the water table can
sustain. Contamina on of water supplies is a related issue. Agricultural chemical/nutrient
runoﬀ, residen al sep c leakage (especially around lakes), manufacturing waste water, and
general non‐point source pollu on into groundwater supplies were all indicated as water
resource challenges in Newaygo County.
Achieving a balance between protec on and exploita on of resources represents an
increasingly complex challenge. Development has both posi ve and nega ve implica ons for
the county. On the one hand, the county needs development in order to gain access to its
natural features, promote the resources, and enhance the tourism sector. Manufacturing and
agriculture, both economic advantages in the county, also require significant development
ac vity. The development of resources, however, must also involve sustainability
considera ons. There are diverse interests groups in the county, some which lean more
towards development, others that value conserva on more highly. Development projects,
therefore, o en cause divisions and conflicts between environmentalists and developers.
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Either extreme would prove detrimental to the county. On the conserva on or environmental
extreme, no development would happen, and there would be a lack of built ameni es to
complement the natural ameni es – resul ng in lack of access and underu liza on. On the
other extreme, too much development is all too o en associated with environmental
degrada on. Overdevelopment can cause all kinds of problems, and the resources which were
originally intended to provide sustained economic development could be exploited to the point
of no return.
Popula on size also presents a trade‐oﬀ challenge. A low popula on level is advantageous for
conserva on, as the nega ve consequences of development are avoided – such as sprawl,
wildlife loss, water runoﬀ, infrastructure challenges, etc. Yet, low popula on also results in a
lack of capacity and funding for the natural resource challenges which the county does face. Key
stakeholders noted a lack of partnerships and few funding sources as resul ng challenges.
Labor is also a challenge from low popula on levels; in order to sustain the agricultural
industry, for example, the county must be able to a ract enough employment.
Lastly, the park systems noted stresses in terms of management. Increasing demand for
recrea onal ac vi es from across the region creates pollu on challenges in rivers, overfishing,
and conflicts. Diﬀerent user groups ‐ equestrians and mountain bikers, for instance – o en
compete for the same resources. Kayakers, tubers, boaters, riparian home owners, and
fishermen use the same rivers. These and other diverse user groups and landowners have
diﬀerent goals and objec ves for the resources. Thus, the county’s wealth of public lands and
resources necessitate funding mechanisms for sustainable management.
3 Governance
Eﬀec ve governance over natural resources represents one way Newaygo County can tackle
these challenges. Clement (2009) analyzes governance through an ins tu onal analysis and
development (IAD) framework. His framework covers mul ple governance levels in order to
capture more accurately the complexity of collec ve management of resources. Within the IAD
framework, there are three levels of analysis: cons tu onal and collec ve‐choice (in which
people decide on the rules), and opera onal (in which people make decisions); and three
variables: society, nature, and the rules that govern society and nature. Clement adds two
variables, poli co‐economic context and discourses (the prac ces/concepts that shape norms/
values/beliefs). Too o en in NRM, not enough considera on is given to the poli cal and social
context. Rules that govern natural resources must be informed by an emphasis on context,
discourse, and mul ‐level power dynamics.
Understanding power dynamics is important for coopera on in NRM. In her case study of
salmon over‐fishing in the Pacific Northwest, Singleton (2000) finds that a aining a balance
between community and state control in co‐management of resources may avoid the “capture”
of the state agency by local special interests. Local communi es have a compara ve advantage
because they respond faster to changing circumstances, are more knowledgeable of local
resources, and provide a cost‐eﬀec ve means of enforcement. States also have a compara ve
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advantage in access to data and financial resources, as well as control over external actors and
trans‐boundary issues (Singleton, 2000). Thus, the answer to sustainable resource
management may lie in finding a balance of co‐opera on/co‐management between local and
state.
Co‐opera on schemes and incorpora ng poli co‐economic context into NRM are good
governance measures, among others, which may help avoid conflicts further down the road. As
limited resources become even more scarce, overuse or misuse could lead to further deple on
or irreversible damage. In the case above, salmon overfishing lead to a stalemate between the
tribes and commercial fisherman. Instead of coming to a mutually beneficial management
protocol, for many years the issue languished in the courts. Going through the court system
was me‐consuming and not cost eﬀec ve for either party (Singleton, 2000).
In another example more local, in 2006 Nestlé’s Ice Mountain water bo ling opera on began
exploring water withdrawal in the upper White River Watershed (in the northeast por on of
Newaygo County). The White River is classified as a Natural River and covered by the Michigan
Natural River Act, da ng back to 1970. This designa on established stricter rules for use.
Studies showed that the opera on would lower the water levels downstream, and ci zens
began to speak out. Through local town hall mee ngs, ci zens expressed their conten on over
the poten al withdrawal, whereas Nestlé insisted it would do no damage. Ul mately, Nestlé
pulled out of the area. Community involvement, including the par cipa on and oﬃcial posi on
statement from the White River Watershed Partnership, significantly impacted the
management of the resource.
Key stakeholders were asked about power dynamics, specifically, how to avoid capture by
special interests. Stakeholders then responded to ques ons of how to promote accountability
in NRM and governing ins tu ons. Given the mul ple levels involved with NRM, op ons for
how to achieve co‐opera on or co‐management of resources were discussed. Lastly,
stakeholders commented on how history, values and, beliefs impact NRM in the county.
3.1 Special Interest Groups
Diverse natural resource interest groups are present in the county, from farmers, foresters and
manufacturers to watershed conserva onists and public lands management agencies.
According to key stakeholders, avoiding the situa on in which one group gains too much power
over others involves an array of governance ac ons. The following characteris cs and measures
help avoid capture by special interests in NRM: a collabora ve environment, clear goals
communicated up front, eﬀorts to increase public awareness, balanced governing boards,
par cipatory public mee ngs, surveys to weigh diverse needs, keeping a broad amount of
people engaged, inclusive planning processes, strong leadership, and eﬀec ve communica on.
In addi on to these measures, key stakeholders specifically noted the following (paraphrased):
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·
·
·
·

Township regula ons and zoning, county permi ng, and state and federal laws regulate
planning, management, and natural resource use
Controlling contribu ons to natural resource projects or ini a ves could avoid a winner‐
takes‐all system
Keeping money local may provide a measure of protec on from nega ve external forces
Recognizing the need to support smaller actors and businesses – those with fewer
resources – will ensure a more level business environment

According to interviews, avoiding capture by special interest groups necessitates
knowledgeable decision‐makers. The right knowledge at the right me contributes to a process
in which no one group holds too much power. One way to facilitate accurate informa on
exchange is through cross‐jurisdic onal planning. Joint planning commissions keep local
governments and agencies informed and aware of mul ple stakeholder needs. For natural
resource issues, basing decisions on mely informa on and sound science also decreases the
chance that decisions will be made on emo on. Obtaining solid informa on can help engage
skep cs and build consensus early on in planning, further increasing understanding and
responsiveness to a diversity of needs.
3.2 Accountability and Trust
Similarly, according to key stakeholders, in order to promote accountability, the public process
must be facilitated by knowledgeable leaders. Establishing fair elec ons and making sure voters
are well‐informed can ensure good leaders and public oﬃcials. Moreover, establishing best
prac ces, including conflict of interest policies, provide mechanisms for checks and balances
and procedures for an open and accountable system.
Open lines of communica on, checks and balances, and community involvement facilitate
accountability in NRM. Openness and transparency in decision‐making processes avoid
corrup on in the agencies with control over natural resources. Transparency, among other
things, involves knowing who funds and influences natural resource posi ons.
Throughout interviews, one of the overriding themes regarding fairness and trust in NRM was
the principle of following through. Following through and doing what you say proves you are
trustworthy. It is important to share the success stories and educate the public on how natural
resource enhancements were accomplished. One interviewee noted it is also important to
share the failures and build on lessons learned.
A mul ‐stakeholder approach to mee ngs further promotes accountability. Key stakeholders
made the following comments regarding this approach (paraphrased):
·

Community involvement characterized by a collabora ve environment, in which every
stakeholder has the opportunity to provide input, fosters understanding of diﬀerent
points of view
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·
·
·
·
·

Successful public involvement means obtaining ideas, input, and support, as well as
sharing responsibility on natural resource decision‐making, projects, and planning
Iden fying interested par es and conduc ng due diligence up front will help prevent
conflicts further along in projects
Maintaining solid guidelines, clear goals, and melines leads to realis c expecta ons
Goals must include good metrics – measures that are understandable and consistent
over me
Se ng standards, being transparent, and inten onally listening to the public builds trust

3.3 Coopera on
The County Parks Director, Ron Welton, commented on a mul ‐stakeholder project in its
planning stage (paraphrased):
The proposed Hardy Pond trail is an ongoing project. Consumer’s Energy is the sole
owner of the property, but has leased out certain por ons for camping, boat docks, or
other uses over the years. In planning for a loop pathway around the property, the
planning team has met some resistance from exis ng users. Also, there are a mul tude
of stakeholders with o en conflic ng interests and agendas in this non‐motorized trail
concept. Bikers (road bike cyclists) want a hard surface, mountain bikers desire a narrow
and natural trail, walkers need width, and cross‐country skiers, depending on the type of
skiing, need either narrow or wide. Addi onally, at the federal level, the Department of
Energy is worried about degrada on of the resource. Allowing more use, for example,
may speed erosion. According to Welton, however, introducing organiza on to the
recrea on area in the form of a pathway may enhance and stabilize the resource. More
users will likely mean increased accountability. Everyone carries a phone and can report
problems. It is then the challenge of managers to address issues and build capacity to
respond. Overall, the Hardy Pond trail has the poten al to draw a significant amount of
people.
This poten al project shows how many stakeholders, interests, and levels of authority can be
involved. Given such diverse groups in NRM, what is the best co‐opera on or co‐management
strategy between them? According to key stakeholders, represen ng all stakeholders in the
planning process and establishing common goals will increase coopera on. Stakeholders also
advised to find the central principle or common denominator and recognize a give‐and‐take
dynamic.
NRM o en involves working across mul ple, local, state, and federal jurisdic ons and agencies.
The following brief examples from interviews highlight this mul ‐level dynamic:
·

The White River Watershed is governed by the State of Michigan’s Natural Rivers Act.
This establishes a common standard across mul ple regions and jurisdic ons. The
Townships can defer to the state for enforcement, or they can establish their own
ordinances which are as stringent as or more stringent than state requirements.
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·

Nestlé/Gerber Products collaborated with the Michigan Department of Environmental
Quality, Michigan Department of Agriculture, and other food processers on a waste
water discharge study. Permits were then issued or renewed based on the results of the
study.

·

The Muskegon River Watershed Assembly inten onally involves lake associa ons,
communi es, and local governments when ini a ng clean‐up projects. Local
organiza ons are known and well‐trusted in the community, and can champion projects
through eﬀec ve communica on and community ownership.

·

One key stakeholder emphasized the county and state level for coopera on. At these
levels, there is a more comprehensive perspec ve combined with the ability to leverage
more resources.

·

Highligh ng the advantage of local government, according to one area farmer, local,
joint planning commissions foster good rela onships between townships and ci es. This
enables an environment of collabora on, fairness, and equal representa on when
deciding on zoning ordinances.

·

On the other hand, according to another stakeholder, Michigan has retained a structure
where a mul tude of townships fend for control and complicate mul ‐jurisdic onal
eﬀorts. Duplica on of services is a resul ng problem. Unfortunately, there is a lot of
antagonism between diﬀerent levels of government, but this can be overcome through
trust – and trust is established through collabora on.

Given the mul tude of levels and interests involved in NRM, crea ng incen ves to collaborate
and partner helps achieve shared goals: Nestlé/Gerber Products sets a high internal standard
for its products, and its sustainability requirements for agricultural produc on and pes cide use
get passed down the supply chain; the U.S. Forest Service’s Community Block Grant Program
gives community members responsibility for how to use the money; the Michigan Department
of Natural Resources Trust Fund requires a 25 percent match from grantees; and the U.S.
Natural Resource Conserva on Service pays farmers to employ certain conserva on measures.
These are a few examples from key stakeholders about how to accomplish shared objec ves.
Obtaining coopera on from mul ple groups, in whatever form – me, skill, knowledge, or
money, will provide the capacity to tackle complex NRM issues and provide equitable solu ons.
3.4 History, Values, and Beliefs
Most stakeholders aﬃrmed history as important for NRM. Lessons can be taken from history to
avoid repea ng past mistakes – logging and the resul ng deple on of forests and erosion of
rivers, for example. (It was noted that the county’s and region’s freshwater resources may
represent the next threat in terms of overexploita on.) Due to West Michigan’s land‐based
economy, it has been dependent on extrac ve industries. One stakeholder emphasized
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manufacturing and agriculture as past extrac ve industries which will also define the future.
Another stakeholder, however, saw a change from a produc on‐focused past to a knowledge‐
focused future.
History is intricately ed to values and beliefs. The region has a conserva ve history and Dutch
heritage. As the county is largely Chris an, according to one stakeholder, the prevailing view of
natural resources is they are commodi es to use rather than treasures to protect. This es into
how, according to another stakeholder, the prior genera on(s) were those of “endless supply;”
they were the “landfill genera on.” Some people s ll believe natural resources are there for
the taking instead of for the public trust. In fact, one stakeholder added that tourists from
outside the county o en mes valued the resources more than residents themselves. Yet,
stakeholders also noted a posi ve stewardship a tude towards the resources, indica ng,
overall, the views of residents are changing with increased value for conserva on. Clearly,
history, values, and beliefs significantly influence the balance between preserva on and
promo on of resources.
4 Community Engagement
Involving the public in NRM decision‐making may help clarify the diﬀerent impacts of those
decisions on prevailing values and incen ves. Diﬀerent meaning is assigned to diﬀerent
landscapes by diﬀerent people. According to one study, for example, if public par cipa on
mee ngs resulted in ecological educa on and heightened understanding of ecological
processes then there was a consensus of success (McCool & Guthrie, 2001).
Trust is essen al for community engagement: Smith & McDonough (2001) emphasize trust as
important in natural resource decision‐making. They conduct a study in the Northern Lower
Michigan Ecosystem Management Project on the public’s percep on of fairness in natural
resource planning. Whether someone feels he or she has been treated fairly is one of the most
important factors in measuring level of trust. Given trust is key to respec ng the decision‐
making of authority, they conclude that focusing on fairness my very well help avoid natural
resource‐related conflicts. Stakeholder opinions on trust, shared interests, eﬀec ve
communica on, and the importance of rela onal networks for community engagement eﬀorts
in NRM are summarized below:
4.1 Trust and Shared Interests
Key stakeholders commented regarding trust, shared interests, and community engagement in
NRM (paraphrased):
·

People o en lack trust in government, so making collabora ve eﬀorts known to the
public is important. This is done through publishing events and making known what is
happening through newspaper and newsle er mailings. Community is about
accountability.
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·

Community is key to establishing trust, and people must work together. Having good
communica on, being open to ideas, looking at others’ points of view, and finding
common ground are all important for establishing trust.

·

Trust is earned, and earned incrementally. It takes a long me to build it, and it could
take a very short me to lose it. Turnover is diﬃcult and disconcer ng, as it results in
the loss of con nuity.

·

Small towns are easier for this [trust], because everyone knows each other. People can
be involved and heard because of the small size of the town/city. In terms of shared
interests, people like open space.

Engaging the public and partnering with mul ple stakeholders establishes trust between
natural resource ins tu ons and actors. The White River Watershed works with municipali es,
private landowners, and, given the river runs through the Manistee Na onal Forest, also works
closely with the U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Nestlé/Gerber Products
works with local schools, oﬀering tours of its waste water treatment facility to high school
biology classes – showing the importance of sustainably managing water resources.
Nestlé also partners with local schools in providing the Land Lab Project. In this project,
students produce a crop to Nestlé specifica ons, exposing them to the agricultural and food
processing sectors. The Nature Conservancy (TNC) holds demonstra on projects in the field.
Recrui ng volunteers to help eliminate invasive species on preserves spreads knowledge and
techniques about resource management, and also promotes TNC projects. Addi onally,
according to mul ple stakeholders, FACF is well‐posi oned in the community to establish trust
and communicate shared interests. As a neutral convener, FACF can facilitate problem‐solving
in unique ways.
4.2 Communica on and Rela onal Networks
NRM agencies get the word out through a variety of channels. Social media is increasingly the
most eﬀec ve way to communicate ongoing projects, events, and mee ngs. Depending on the
type of agency or communica on, some stakeholders also emphasized in‐person connec ons,
personal accessibility, and visibility through membership in community organiza ons. One
representa ve from the township level highlighted the small size of the community as an
advantage in making personal connec ons.
Addi onally, according to another stakeholder, the following communica on techniques
facilitate successful NRM: be inten onal about staying informed, take opportuni es to share
your work in accurate ways, acknowledge diﬀerent points of view, avoid a confronta onal tone,
and admit you don’t have all the answers. Overall, be willing to engage in conversa on with
those diﬀerent from you. Mul ple stakeholders also acknowledged the importance of matching
your message to your audience.
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Rela onal networks are essen al to the work of most natural resource stakeholders.
Watershed organiza ons reach out to property owners; Nestlé networks with regulators and
community organiza ons; Farmers network with Michigan State University (MSU) Extension on
food safety, produc vity, crop varie es, and labor force needs; and Muskegon River fishing
guides have an associa on and network on a daily basis about issues and best prac ces while
out on the river.
According to Ryan Coﬀey/MSU Extension Land‐Use Educator, networking is essen al to NRM
work (paraphrased):
Rela onal networks are cri cal for success and fundamental to NRM. There are dynamic
and mul ‐faceted issues with natural resources, and you can’t get things done on your
own. When a new project comes up, it’s essen al to iden fy the stakeholders and
include them. Networking is a constant, ongoing process, and, fortunately, it is already
ingrained in the culture of the county.
Rela onal networks provide a means to communicate vision for projects, support natural
resources, inform elected oﬃcials, and develop new donor rela onships – including a rac ng
state and federal money. Many natural resource agencies are public and owe it to the
community to stay engaged and connected. Moreover, as a region, the coun es within West
Michigan are interdependent, and networking enhances things like sharing a workforce and
managing many cross‐boundary natural resources.
4.3 Educa on
What is the best way to educate the public about natural resources? As stated earlier, social
media is increasingly an eﬀec ve means of communica ng natural resource news and projects.
Matching the communica on method appropriately to the audience renders it more eﬀec ve.
Too o en, scien sts are overly technical when communica ng their findings. Transla ng
messages about complex scien fic phenomena like climate change into understandable metrics
may help people absorb the reality. Educa onal seminars and engaged forums hosted by
universi es can help dispel fears and increase awareness about the triple bo om line.
Experien al learning is a par cularly eﬀec ve way of educa ng the public. The Annis Water
Resources Ins tute (AWRI) of Grand Valley State University has several boats to oﬀer tours and
spread knowledge about the importance of protec ng the Great Lakes. In Newaygo County,
hands‐on Ag science programs in high school and college, and the Ag County Fair are
experien al ways for people to learn. On‐site tours of natural resource en es like the
Conserva on District’s tree nursery or the Kropsco Environmental Center are also accessible
op ons in the county.
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5 Flexibility
With stakeholders as diverse as farmers, anglers, ou i ers, water bo lers, municipali es,
industries, planners, elected oﬃcials, and nearby residents – as in the case of Monroe, Plate, &
Oxarart’s (2013) study, flexibility is essen al. Indeed, according to Singleton (2000), co‐
management of natural resources can only be successful if there is flexibility in governance and
decision‐making (p. 8).
In her case study of salmon over‐fishing in the Pacific Northwest, Singleton (2000) a empts to
address the ques on of how to manage resources most eﬀec vely in the midst of uncertainty,
mul ple stakeholders and ins tu ons, and incen ves. Scien fic uncertainty o en presents a
barrier, as managers and users frequently have diﬀerent percep ons. Singleton (2000) finds
that while co‐management between state and local actors comes short of guaranteeing
sustainable management of resources, it creates an opportunity for new forms of collabora on.
She cau ons that co‐management o en con nues conflicts rather than resolves them, albeit
through diﬀerent forms and ins tu ons. Nevertheless, Singleton (2000) concludes that co‐
management increases chances for success.
Further, a shi towards a flexible model in which local communi es provide NRM requires a
level of decentraliza on. True decentraliza on, however, faces many obstacles, including the
confusion of decentraliza on with priva za on. O en, eﬀorts are made to obtain ci zen or
local par cipa on, but the decision‐making power remains with bosses or donors elsewhere.
Indeed, many governments simply use local administrators for the benefit of local knowledge
and proximity to resources without truly delega ng decision‐making power—a situa on Larson
& Ribot (2004) coin deconcentra on. For the decentraliza on experiment to move forward,
people must engage in public dialogue, adopt ins tu onal accountability mechanisms, promote
educa on and research, and mobilize locally, among other factors (Larson & Ribot, 2004).
The theme of flexibility in NRM applies throughout the previously outlined sec ons on
governance and community engagement. It is clear governance arrangements must change and
adapt to the mes, and new ways of engaging the public necessitate flexibility. This next sec on
expands on flexibility in terms of the following: decentraliza on, the eﬀects of external forces
on NRM, scien fic uncertainty, community preparedness, procedure, and crea vity in NRM.
5.1 Decentraliza on
Some stakeholders emphasized the need for a decentralized system, others for centralized
NRM; s ll others highlighted a balance between both. The following points were made about
the advantages of decentralized and centralized systems, respec vely:
Decentralized
· Increases collabora on and sincerity/commitment/follow‐through from stakeholders
· Avoids a one‐size‐fits‐all approach
· Increases reac on me for issues, problems, or events
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·
·
·
·

More knowledge of mi ga ng factors
Be er control, more knowledge
More understanding of the resources
Improves implementa on, avoids micromanagement

Centralized
· More financial resources, greater ability to manage the commons
· Local governments are o en inconsistent
· Natural resources cross governmental boundaries
· Be er at establishing general policies
· Local units o en have less technical knowledge
· Draw from mul ple resources
· More eﬃcient
· A central authority acts as a guide to set goals and policies
Many stakeholders acknowledged the advantages of both decentralized and centralized NRM,
indica ng it may not be as much of an either/or as a balance between the two. One stakeholder
emphasized the need for sound policy that recognizes and balances compe ng needs. Another
stakeholder expressed the need for bigger picture guidance, but also the need for freedom to
fill in the details and adjust to the Newaygo County context. Chris May of the Nature
Conservancy (TNC) notes this balance (paraphrased):
NRM requires a ered approach. The vision must be provided by a central overarching
commi ee or group. Then, there are mul ple ways of implementa on that can be
delegated out. Diﬀerent land requires diﬀerent kinds of implementa on, and diﬀerent
groups have diﬀerent resources. For example, a township may have a piece of heavy
equipment that can remove invasives [plants]; whereas the TNC more o en employs
volunteers to remove invasives by hand. With this structure or perspec ve, you can
achieve the same goals without micromanaging the process.
5.2 External Forces
Key stakeholder responses to the ques on of what external forces aﬀect NRM were tallied:
Figure 1

External Forces
Weather/Climate Change

|||| ||||

Laws/Regulations

|||| ||||

Politics/Bureaucracy/
Government

|||| |||

Money/Funding/Economy

|||| ||

Interest Groups

|||| ||
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Diverse external forces aﬀect NRM, including state and federal regula ons, zoning laws,
diﬀerent agency needs and priori es, the public interest, availability of funding, weather,
climate change, the economy, poli cs, money and many compe ng groups and interests.
Human impact on the environment or community resistance to NRM, as well as lack of
knowledge or understanding of resources can represent nega ve externali es. Depending on
the situa on, flexibility in NRM, therefore, may be enhanced or restricted based on funding
levels, budgets, interest groups, the overall economy, or weather events, among many other
factors.
5.3 Scien fic Uncertainty
According to key stakeholders, everyone wants to base their decisions on sound science, but
scien sts and researchers are not neutral either. Diﬀerent groups produce scien fic reports to
back their respec ve posi ons. That said, there is a general consensus among scien sts
regarding certain issues – climate change, for example. It is known that human impact in terms
of carbon emissions has a warming eﬀect on the atmosphere, and there is data about the
increase in the frequency of extreme weather events. Ques ons remain, however, regarding
the future impact of climate change and what ac ons should be taken.
Scien fic uncertainty aﬀects many natural resource ac vi es. Farming involves research and
innova on for new crop varie es, and conserva on agencies face risks and research challenges
regarding how to control invasive species – zebra mussels and Asian carp in the Great Lakes, for
instance. There are many unknowns, and science is at mes unpredictable.
Several stakeholders pointed out adap ve management as a response to scien fic uncertainty.
Adap ve management involves incremental changes over me to adjust to new condi ons. It is
a cyclical process of constant monitoring, changing, and re‐evalua ng. Addi onally, according
to stakeholders, increasing emphasis on science in the educa on systems may also reduce
uncertainty as a barrier to NRM.
5.4 Community Preparedness
Is Newaygo County prepared for changing ecological condi ons? How would Newaygo respond
if there were more frequent extreme weather events? In the context of changing climate and
unpredictable weather, key stakeholders discussed Newaygo County’s level of prepara on
(paraphrased):
Prepared
· Yes, the community is suﬃciently prepared. For example, with the heavy snow and
power outages [in Winter 2013/2014], Fremont did well.
· For storms or other natural disasters, the county’s emergency services director has
plans in place, in close collabora on with the fire department.
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·

·

·

·

·

·

·

A flooding event happened in Spring 2013, and recovery went well. The infrastructure
only had minor issues. Several roads were washed out in spots, and there was some
damage to repair.
Newaygo County is prepared well: all the [NRM] par es show great pride for preserving
the resources; they promote the resources but s ll value the preserva on; there is great
support across the board. For example, on the issue of high water/erosion in Spring
2013 and also for Spring 2014, the community prepared well in advance to ensure
safety.
This is something the Ag community deals with and is familiar with – drought condi ons
or seasonal wetness, for example. Every year it’s something diﬀerent; forces of nature
are unpredictable. It is necessary to establish disaster programs for each type of event.
For agriculture: irriga on systems, alterna ng crops, strip‐ lling, more research and
long‐term planning, among other measures, reduces the nega ve impact of
unpredictable weather.
Weather pa erns have always occurred. Climate change has always been going on in
one form or another. A dras c change would be diﬃcult to adapt to, such as losing
summer or winter, but typically changes are gradual enough that humans as a species
learn to adapt well.
In 1986, there was a major flood in the area, with 15 inches of rain in 3 days, and it was
a disaster. People pulled together, the County level emergency management team
responded, an evacua on was carried out, and it was a fast response.
Drought is the biggest extreme that Newaygo County faces. The City of Fremont
conducts a water sustainability study and examines how current use of water will aﬀect
life in the future – to help predict what the demands of 2025 would be, for example.
There is also a well‐head protec on program for the city’s wells. Overall, though,
Newaygo County would have to get help from Kent or Muskegon County if there were
an environmental disaster.

Not Prepared
· The community is ill‐prepared because of human nature, we are a crisis‐oriented
species; in reality, there are limited resources, and the poli cal will is nearly impossible
– we don’t think long‐term.
· For events such as droughts/floods/hurricanes, we are not prepared, because we live in
an “instant” society.
· Due to limited revenue streams and changes associated with climate change (and
resul ng changes in species, forests, crops, and rivers) people are not going to be
prepared.
· Newaygo County is somewhat ill‐prepared because of fragmenta on of the landscape.
Housing and roads are barriers for plants and animals to adapt. They are also a barrier
to implemen ng conserva on measures like controlled fire management.
· With the issue of water extrac on, the county is not too well‐prepared. This is because
there is no exis ng disadvantage to water overuse.
· We are not well‐prepared , but it’s also not easy to prepare. From an Ag perspec ve, in
2012 the apple/cherry/peach crop was destroyed due to warm weather in March, then
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·

a late frost. These events happen more frequently, yet trees take years to establish.
Crea ng new varie es through breeding, for example, is a 20‐year process, par cularly
in the fruit/agricultural area of West Michigan.
In terms of the community’s general knowledge, we are not well prepared. We need
more educa on in combina on with the research and established science. We have the
informa on, and we can predict accurately now how things will look – how the
Muskegon River, for example, will look in the future. Yet, we need to do a be er job at
best management prac ces, one of which is low impact development. Design to
accommodate more high energy storms. For example, don’t build in the flood plain, and
make sure to establish set‐backs for development/buildings.

Interes ngly, there are arguments on both sides in terms of Newaygo County’s preparedness.
The county has vulnerabili es such as lack of capacity, funding, and general understanding or
knowledge of prepara on in the midst of climate change. Yet, the community has been resilient
in the past when faced with natural disasters like flooding events. Managing risks and
an cipa ng future challenges must be a combined eﬀort between scien sts, policymakers, and
managers. It is then the responsibility of these stakeholders to pass along accurate informa on
to the public. Importantly, the wide range of responses with regards to the county’s
prepara on highlights the need for flexibility in NRM to adapt to new knowledge and new
ecological condi ons.
5.5 Procedure vs Crea vity
Most stakeholders agreed that NRM necessitates not only procedures but also crea vity and
innova on. Complicated natural resource systems require innova ve management prac ces.
Watersheds, for instance, are complex and cover large geographic areas, and water quality is
impacted by a myriad of poten al pollutants. Conversely, water quality can be improved in a
variety of ways – strategic reforesta on, for example; certain plants work well for filtering and
controlling nutrients, others for preven ng erosion and stabilizing banks.
Crea vity and innova on keep agencies relevant and flexible amidst change. Vaughn Maatman
of the Land Conservancy of West Michigan commented on this principle for land trusts
(paraphrased):
Crea vity/innova on is a constant. Land trusts are asking the ques on of what is
next. Some land trusts have tended to focus solely on protec on from development I
n the past. Now, they are star ng to ask the ques on of what are we protec ng it
for? This signifies a renewed approach to the commons. There is a new focus on ac vity,
public access, and how to engage people in conserva on for the land.
In agriculture and manufacturing, innova on and crea vity are also at the forefront. Research,
engineering, and mul ple implementa on methods allow for and benefit from crea vity and
innova on. Driving improvements means being flexible to new methods. New technologies, for
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instance, include new irriga on methods which reduce water use, and new fer lizer
applica ons which maximize the produc vity of inputs and minimize or eliminate waste.
Stakeholders also acknowledged process and procedure in NRM. Safe and eﬃcient food
produc on and water conserva on, for example, necessitate procedures. Following a protocol
is appropriate for management plans in which regimented steps must be followed. Plans,
guidelines, and rules in NRM can allow for crea vity and innova on within a structured process.
In fact, procedures o en enable implementa on of new innova ons.
As demonstrated in the previous sec ons, good governance, community engagement, and
flexibility have the poten al to render NRM more successful and sustainable. Balancing
preserva on with promo on of natural resources requires mul ple planning ac ons, including
devolving decision‐making to those with the best knowledge, inten onally involving mul ple
stakeholders, acknowledging diverse interests, remaining flexible to change and innova on,
and maintaining a willingness to be in a constant learning process.
Managing demand on resources to allow for growth while protec ng them from adverse
environmental impacts so as to foster sustainability in the long‐term – this is what eﬀec ve
NRM is all about. In the next sec on, the focus will shi to development and the economics of
sustainable growth. Central to this analysis is a considera on for equity in natural resource
investments.
6 Development Implica ons
6.1 Rural Economic Transi on
There is a general consensus in the rural development literature that past natural resource
strategies will not work in current condi ons. Globaliza on and interna onal compe on have
driven commodity prices down and transformed the playing field for rural communi es (Kim et
al., 2005; Markeson & Deller, 2012; Stauber, 2001). Tradi onal manufacturing and extrac ve
industry strategies are not the way of the future; instead, these sectors will evolve into new
high‐tech and more eﬃcient forms (Galston & Baehler, 1995). Dependence on subsidies and
protec on from the federal government also represent unsustainable strategies. According to
Dabson (2011),
There has been a shi in thinking, if not necessarily in implementa on, from a top‐
down, subsidy‐based strategy to reduce rural dispari es to a broader range of policies
to improve regional compe veness, which include a focus on factors that aﬀect the
performance of local firms, on local assets and knowledge, and on collabora ve working
across levels of government and sectors. (p. 6)
For rural areas, tradi onal natural resource strategies focused on extrac on – mining, forestry,
and fishing – have given way to recrea on, tourism, and re rement development
opportuni es. Over the past several decades, the rural coun es which have weathered the
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economic changes are those with unique manufacturing advantages (Galston & Baehler, 1995),
urban periphery loca on (Galston & Baehler, 1995; Stauber, 2001), re rement development
poten al, and significant natural resource ameni es (Galston, 1992; Galston & Baehler, 1995;
Green, 2001). Gartner (2004) adds that tourism was a survival strategy for rural communi es
during the 70s and 80s (p. 6). Fortunately, Newaygo County has been blessed with many of
these advantages: proximity to Grand Rapids, investment in food processing manufacturing
technology and innova on, significant natural resource assets, and an expanding demand for
re rement development and second homes.
6.2 Development and Newaygo County
Newaygo County’s unique compara ve advantage in manufacturing, agriculture, re rement/
second home development and proximity to urban markets has enabled it to survive
downturns. Newaygo’s diverse agriculture and history of manufacturing has made it resilient in
the face of interna onal compe on and global trends forcing many other U.S. rural coun es
away from these sectors.
Indeed, in spite of the overall trend away from resource extrac on, agriculture is s ll a major
economic driver in the county. According to Newaygo County Technology and Innova on in
Agriculture (TIFA) group,
For Newaygo County, and many of the rural coun es throughout the state, agriculture is
a key industry. Agriculture is the biggest industry in Newaygo County. Annually,
Newaygo County farms produce over $100 million in sales, nearly three mes the rate of
the state on a per capita basis. In addi on, the County’s single largest employer, Nestlé/
Gerber, is engaged in agricultural food processing and it is es mated that well over 20
percent of Newaygo County’s direct economic output is ed to agriculture. Employment
in the agriculture sector is approximately five mes as great in Newaygo County as
compared to the State of Michigan and the indirect impact of the dollars circula ng
through the economy raises the percentage even higher. (Schneider, 2014)
A long‐established rela onship between local farmers and the largest food processor in the
area – Nestlé Gerber Products – further enhances the economic poten al of agriculture. To be
sure, keeping Gerber in the area has been one of the chief aims of the local economic
development council. This is in spite of an overall trend away from development strategies that
simply en ce and incen vize businesses to locate in certain areas – a strategy which has
increasingly proven unsustainable given the transience of certain industries, especially
manufacturing.
Newaygo County is therefore unique, in that Gerber has remained in the county despite
mul ple corporate takeovers, globaliza on, and interna onal compe on. Nevertheless, in
order to remain relevant going forward, it would be wise to diversify, encourage value‐added
products, capitalize on the wealth of knowledge surrounding food processing, invest in
technology and spin‐oﬀ businesses from Gerber, and expand access to markets in nearby Grand
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Rapids. Diversifica on is an elusive goal in rural development, yet essen al for long‐term
sustainability. In fact, one philanthropic leader noted that West Michigan suﬀered much less
than East Michigan during the manufacturing and automo ve downturn because of its
diversifica on eﬀorts.
6.3 Ameni es
New concepts have emerged regarding how to boost development in historically suﬀering rural
coun es. The knowledge economy, the talent sector, placemaking, innova on and
entrepreneurship – all of these are buzzwords in the current rural development literature.
Although diﬃcult to define, these terms essen ally translate to the following: constant
investment in new technologies for agriculture and manufacturing, more research to expand
markets, the crea on of value‐added products, increased educa onal a ainment, and
investment in quality of and access to natural resource ameni es.
Dabson (2011) expands on this last point, natural resource ameni es:
An increased focus on natural and cultural ameni es – the rural stewardship of natural
systems related to land, water, air and other natural resources, along with the
protec on and management of an qui es, historical sites, and recrea onal ameni es,
are all important for rural economic development. The challenge is to find ways of
a aching values to this broad array of rural assets so that they can be managed
sustainably while genera ng income and wealth to rural residents and businesses. (p. 6)
Newaygo County has a wealth of natural ameni es, from lakes and rivers to forest areas and
farmland. As Dabson (2011) hints above, however, the economic impact of amenity
development is diﬃcult to measure. According to Markeson & Deller (2012), trying to
determine the rela onship between natural ameni es – lakes, mountains, rivers, etc. – on
development is o en inconclusive. “Local abundance of forest, mountains, snowfall, or fishable
streams may be generally insuﬃcient to draw new proprietors to a community” (Markeson &
Deller, 2012, p. 18).
S ll, Markeson & Deller (2012) found that natural resource ameni es may correlate with
development when made accessible. Thus, development poten al is a result of not only natural
ameni es but also built ameni es. Fishing, for example, would be enhanced by access to
marinas, number and availability of fishing guides, and climate, among other factors (Markeson
& Deller, 2012). Several other studies suggested a posi ve correla on between ameni es and
growth. For example, the amount of lakes in a rural county (Kim et al., 2005), investment in
outdoor recrea on (Bergstrom et al., 1990), and a combina on of natural ameni es (Deller et
al., 2001) all correlated with economic growth.
In addi on to the challenge of measuring economic output, amenity development raises the
ques on of what type of growth happens, whether the growth includes the low‐income
popula on, and what quality of jobs tourism development produces (Galston & Bahler, 1995;
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Green, 2001; Kim et al., 2005). To be sure, restaurant servers and housekeepers are not
necessarily the jobs that will li a county out of poverty. Development strategies focused on
ameni es, therefore, must include sensi vity to local and vulnerable popula ons o en most
aﬀected by development. A er all, historically it is clear that service sector jobs which replaced
manufacturing employment o en failed to match in terms of wages.
6.4 Social Equity
The ques on of whether to give a person a fish or teach her to catch her own is long
past. Today, the ques on is, “Who owns the fish?” Rural communi es are familiar with
this ques on, as they grapple with the reali es of outside en es owning or controlling
such precious assets as forests, water and mineral rights.
‐ Rural Philanthropy Collabora ve
WealthWorks (2014) is an innova ve rural development ini a ve which a empts to address
the tourism growth challenge. “WealthWorks brings together and connects a community’s
assets to meet market demand in ways that build livelihoods that last” (WealthWorks, 2014).
Through building partnerships and focusing on local people and places, the WealthWorks
model restores underu lized assets and keeps control at the local level. Through the
WealthWorks ini a ve, for example, Michigan’s Upper Peninsula rebranded its tourism sector.
Following a decline in mining and mber – and a parallel decline in popula on, community
stakeholders decided to raise awareness of the region’s wealth of natural areas. The Upper
Peninsula subsequently experienced economic growth from tourism revenues (WealthWorks,
2013).
Further, Dabson (2011) cites the eﬀorts of WealthWorks in his ar cle on rural, regional
innova on:
For many rural communi es and regions within the United States, the path out of
poverty to resiliency and prosperity is blocked by factors that drain or diminish the value
of their assets and inhibit the crea on of new community wealth (Dabson et al, 2010).
An ini a ve of the Ford Founda on, Wealth Crea on in Rural Communi es, is
a emp ng to develop an approach to improving the livelihoods of rural people through
crea ng wealth that is owned, controlled and reinvested in rural places. The focus is on
crea ng economic development and entrepreneurial opportuni es that will contribute
to wealth, defined broadly to encompass a range of economic, social, and
environmental assets. This ini a ve represents an eﬀort to link concepts of regionalism
and value chains to issues of social inclusion. (pp. 7‐8)
The Organiza on for Economic Co‐opera on and Development (OECD), a forum of 30 member
democra c countries, connects inclusive growth to governance. According to OECD, good
governance may ensure pro‐poor growth; in order to achieve inclusive development, NRM
must include addressing governance challenges. OECD emphasizes rules and ins tu ons as
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important for countering imperfect market mechanisms (Klop & Lubbers, 2008, pp. 60‐61).
Addi onally, according to Galston & Bahler (1995), in order to be inclusive of the low‐income
popula on, tourism growth planning must be open, have broad representa on, and ensure
protec ons for vulnerable popula ons.
6.5 Tourism
As Aldous Huxley penned in “Along the Road” (1925) “We read and travel not to
broaden our minds but that we may pleasantly forget they exist”. How to make this
happen is the challenge facing not only those working to bring tourists into a rural area
but also those seeking the “true” rural tourism experience. (Gartner, 2004, p. 12)
Tourism may represent a significant opportunity for sustainable development in Newaygo
County. The UN Environment Program (UNEP) connects community/economic development
with tourism, conserva on, local livelihoods, and social inclusion. According to UNEP,
combining tourism with energy eﬃciency, water and waste management renders it more
sustainable and enhances the value of the resources. Ecosystem services are o en
undervalued, but they represent the founda on for many economic ac vi es. UNEP specifically
points out cultural heritage as a component of sustainable tourism development: “Investment
in cultural heritage – the largest single component of consumer demand for sustainable tourism
– is among the most significant and usually profitable investments” (Pra & Rivera, 2012, p.
viii). Of course, the economic development impact of tourism eﬀorts on local areas also
par ally depends on how many local suppliers are involved (Pra & Rivera, 2012).
Likewise, according to Ashley & Haysom (2006), tourism can provide a means for pro‐poor
growth. They discuss adap ng business prac ce to pro‐poor tourism (PPT): “…there is a
business case for conduc ng business in a manner that takes account of opportuni es for poor
people and focuses on expanding them, regardless of whether companies are labelled ‘pro‐
poor’, ‘responsible’ or ‘fair’…” (p. 2). Social license, customer sa sfac on, and dis nc ve brand
represent three business advantages that can result from providing opportuni es for the low‐
income popula on in PPT. Inclusivity also garners a sense of ownership by the community and
local oﬃcials. Importantly, businesses must include non‐financial indicators for performance
and success.
The United States Agency for Interna onal Development (USAID) supports sustainable tourism
ini a ves:
The World Tourism Organiza on defines sustainable tourism as “…management of all
resources in such a way that economic, social, and aesthe c goals can be fulfilled while
maintaining cultural integrity, essen al ecological processes, and biological diversity and
life support systems.” Sustainable tourism is a pla orm for achieving development
objec ves in several sectors, including economic growth, environmental conserva on,
gender mainstreaming, educa on, and good governance.
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USAID has increasingly incorporated tourism into its development ac vi es to:
·
·
·

·
·

Reduce poverty through market responsive enterprise development and sharing
of profits within communi es;
Provide higher educa on and economic opportunity through the training and
capacity‐building that accompany tourism development;
Promote gender equality by involving women in tourism ac vi es, providing
them with access to credit and training, and suppor ng women‐owned
businesses;
Ensure environmental sustainability and the vitality of the resource base on
which tourism depends; and
Develop global partnerships by collabora ng with developing countries, other
donor agencies and private partners in development ac vi es. (Sustainable
Tourism, 2014)

Further, Gartner (2004) lists several market trends in tourism development, specifically for rural
areas in the U.S.:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Growing interest in heritage, tradi on, authen city and rural life
Taking mul ple holidays per year with a desire to take a second short break in a rural
area
Increasing health consciousness giving a posi ve appeal to rural lifestyles and values
such as fresh air, ac vity opportuni es and stress‐free situa ons
Market interest in high performance outdoor equipment from clothing to all terrain
bikes and high‐tech climbing equipment
Search for solitude and relaxa on in a quiet natural place
An ageing but ac ve popula on re ring earlier but living and travelling far into old age
(Long and Lane, 2000) (Gartner, 2004, p. 8)

These trends may represent significant growth poten al for Newaygo County. Capitalizing on
market trends es into WealthWorks. Learning what consumers demand, and matching
demand with sustainable value chains is central to the WealthWorks framework. A tourism
value chain in the county could connect the re ring popula on with recrea on; the health
conscious with local fresh produce markets; the extreme sports demographic to the mul tude
of ac vi es available through the county’s extensive trail systems; and those passing through or
visi ng with unique cultural a ributes.
Pender et al. (2012) sums up the poten al for natural resource‐related tourism and ameni es:
For places with significant natural (or cultural) ameni es such as mountains, lakes, and
beaches, it may be possible to increase local income and wealth, diversify the economy,
and achieve more sustainable rural development through increased tourism, recrea on,
and re rement development (Reeder, 1998; Reeder and Brown, 2005; McGranahan,
1999). This amenity‐based approach brings in visitors and can a ract residents,
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providing the community with access to their wealth. The strategy involves promo ng
and improving the quality of, or access to, the ameni es (natural and cultural capital), as
well as improving public goods and services used by tourists, recrea onists, and re rees.
In addi on to providing jobs, tax base, and income for business and property owners
(financial capital), amenity‐based development can lead to improved public
infrastructure and facili es (built capital) for all residents. This approach can also help
integrate the community with the surrounding region if many of the visitors or re rees
come from the surrounding area. (p. 26)
6.6 Tourism and Newaygo County
According to the County of Newaygo,
Today Newaygo County relies on tourism as its main economic support, with agriculture
and small manufacturing secondary. The Muskegon River con nues to be the main
a rac on for summer co age residents and fishermen, who find it nearly the best
source for steelhead in the spring and salmon in the fall anywhere in Michigan. Hun ng,
camping and RV’ing are also excellent, as over half the county is contained in the
Manistee Na onal Forest. (Welcome, 2013)
When key stakeholders were asked about what draws tourists to Newaygo County, the
following ameni es and ac vi es were men oned, responses were tallied:

Figure 2
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Hungerford Recreation Area
Mountain Biking Trail

Figure 3
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|
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Key stakeholders noted both challenges and opportuni es to increasing tourism in Newaygo
County (paraphrased):
Tourism Challenges
· Many resources would need significant commercial investment to be able to func on
as economic drivers in the county
· There is a need to protect the fisheries and water quality in lakes and rivers
· There is a need for secondary ameni es – hotels, restaurants, and shopping – which e
into the core ameni es (rivers, forests, lakes)
· There is a need to market the resources to raise awareness
· The county must do a be er job at promo ng hiking trails in its forests
· Resources are sca ered throughout the county and disconnected
· The county has a lack of places where one can stay, eat, and recreate – a lack of
combina ons for tourists
· Too much development is not good either
· The economic need is the greatest need in the county – long range planning must take
into considera on mul ple interest groups, and make sure mul ple recrea on groups
are represented
· Collabora on requires overcoming “turfism”
Tourism Opportuni es
· Kayaking and canoeing draws the aging popula on, as the Muskegon River is slow‐
moving
· Planned trips are in demand: people want guide books to be able to plan a whole day of
canoeing, for example. Producing a plan or guide could help organize trips and raise
awareness of mul ple opportuni es
· Consumers demand unique experiences which are aﬀordable and accessible
· Newaygo County represents a recrea on loca on for a growing market in Grand Rapids
· The proposed mountain‐biking trail around Hardy Pond will draw people from all over
the country
· In addi on to its status as a world‐class salmon fishery, the Muskegon could also gain
the status of world‐class trout fishery; the more pris ne the waters, the more visitors
· Events like Newaygo Na onals and Ice Fishing Contest a ract tourists
· Connec ng bike paths throughout the county has poten al for spurring growth
· Crea ng a fish passage – a ladder or stream – around the major dams in the county
would draw more tourists
· There is a renewed interest in local food and agricultural tourism
· Newaygo County is an opportunity for people to get away from the city
· There is demand for more equestrian trails
· Great customer service will keep people coming
Tourism is an established strategy for spurring economic growth, and there are many
opportuni es for tourism growth in Newaygo County. People from the surrounding region
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frequent the county as it is an escape from busy and o en congested urban living. According to
key stakeholders, one trend in tourism demand appears to be shi ing from motorized to so er
and eco/nature tourism venues – kayaking as opposed to boa ng or hiking as opposed to ORV,
for example. There is also a trend in demand for packaged visits, planned and organized so as to
make mul ple stops. Thus, crea ng guides which note rest stops, ea ng places, and addi onal
runs or routes, depending on the type of recrea on, represents an area of growth poten al.
The Muskegon River is already a des na on spot for anglers, as well as paddle sports. Other
opportuni es like the Hardy Pond Trail for mountain‐biking, longer equestrian trails, and cross‐
country ski routes on public lands, hold similar poten al and could possibly reach “des na on”
status with more investment. A key challenge going forward will be to enhance the
marketability of the resources while also balancing development with care for the environment.
6.7 Des na on and Place
Michigan Partnership for Change, a regional planning organiza on and consultancy, defines
sustainable communi es as ones that protect natural resources and cultural character,
embrace posi ve land‐use policy change and urban redevelopment, and build a sense of place
through asset mapping and development (FACF Press Release, 2005). The State of Michigan’s
Sense of Place Council connects placemaking to demographics:
Placemaking, or “the process of crea ng quality places that people want to be in,” is
thought of as a process. Demographic shi s are impac ng how communi es are built,
and placemaking strategies have to be responsive to these changes. (Member, 2013)
Indeed, placemaking implies mul ple changes, as reflected in the mul ple defini ons a ributed
to the concept by the Northwest Michigan Council of Governments:
These include, but are not limited to, targe ng urban and rural community investments
that support improvements and expansion of their natural asset‐based economies;
expanding aﬀordability and type of housing and transporta on choices; preserving the
scenic beauty of a place; increasing the visibility and connec vity of public art;
marke ng local products to a ract tourists; providing broadband connec on in all public
places; and implemen ng “smart growth” prac ces that allow for appropriate growth
that mi gates the nega ve impacts of sprawl to maintain the iden ty of communi es.
(Northern, 2012)
The West Michigan Environmental Ac on Council (WMEAC), based in Grand Rapids, further
defines placemaking, and promotes a triple top line of ecology, economy, and community:
Climate change. Natural resource scarcity. Environmental health issues. As a region and
as a planet, these issues and emerging concerns will change the way we live. WMEAC
and its members are working to build our communi es toward a more sustainable
future. The work of environmental protec on is placemaking at its finest. We’re literally
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working to leave West Michigan a be er place for future genera ons, ensuring proper
land use, maintaining access to nature, and crea ng desirable assets for future
transporta on, economic development, and recrea on. (West, 2013)
Inves ng in natural resource assets as part of a placemaking or des na on strategy lends
toward a recent trend in development, one that takes a holis c and long‐term approach to
rural areas. According to a recent business survey of Newaygo County by MSU professor
Steven Miller (2013) “Rather than compete with urban centers, smaller communi es are
increasingly turning to strategies for developing growth from within” (p. 16). This new wave of
economic development focuses on crea ng a region with a compe ve advantage (as opposed
to targe ng specific businesses with incen ves).
The Ford Founda on’s “Wealth Crea on in Rural Communi es” (WCRC) systems approach to
development echoes this sen ment; WCRC development is also a “development from within”
that emphasizes “locally‐owned and controlled place‐based assets” (Perry, 2013, p. 1). Of
course, rural communi es will not benefit from becoming too insular either. Rural communi es
are also dependent on regions, and the WCRC approach advocates for building more
connec ons, supply chains, and value chains between rural areas and urban and regional
centers.
Likewise, according to Pender, Marre, & Reeder’s (2012) USDA Rural Wealth Publica on,
economies are o en ed to regions (p. 24), especially rural towns that may lack infrastructure.
“To improve local economic resilience, many rural economic development strategies emphasize
diversifica on, integra on with the broader (and presumably more stable) regional economy,
or establishment of industries with a compara ve advantage in the na onal or global
economy.” (Pender et al., 2012, p. 24). Certainly, this holis c and regional approach would
apply to Newaygo County, as many residents commute to Grand Rapids and Muskegon.
Addi onally, many Grand Rapids residents recreate in Newaygo County – including owning
second homes.
6.8 Newaygo County Assets
Natural resource assets contribute to des na on loca ons and placemaking. Fortunately,
Newaygo County contains a wealth of natural resource assets, including lakes, rivers, and
streams, as well as extensive forest areas. As previously noted, na onal forests cover 20% of
the land (over 100,000 acres), and the county boasts 234 lakes, and 356 miles of rivers and
streams (Water, 2014). The County is also known for its apple and peach orchards, onions, and
forest products (Newaygo, 2012). Addi onally, two large hydroelectric dams on the Muskegon
River, Croton Dam and Hardy Dam, are noted on the Na onal Register of Historic Places.
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Natural resource assets were tallied according to how o en they were noted in key stakeholder
interviews:
Figure 4

Natural Resource Assets
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The Newaygo County Conven on and Visitors Bureau indicates the marketability of these
resources:
Two world class paddling and fishing rivers, the Muskegon and White Rivers, miles of
ORV trails and the na onally recognized North Country Trail are just a few of the
outdoor recrea on opportuni es in Newaygo County. We also have one of central
Michigan’s finest park systems and have abundant camping opportuni es along our
pris ne waterways... (Outdoors, 2014)
Addi onally, the county’s recrea on plan highlights several of the compara ve advantages of
each municipality within the county:
The City of Newaygo is known for its angling opportuni es for Chinook salmon,
steelhead, and brown trout, as well as boa ng, canoeing, and kayaking. Fremont is the
home of the world’s leader in baby foods, Gerber Products. White Cloud, with its mo o
emphasizing its recrea on ac vi es, “Where the North Begins and the Pure Water
Flows” is the county seat.” (Coﬀey, 2012, p. 8)
Clearly, Newaygo County has many assets from which to draw for tourism growth, amenity
development, and overall placemaking investments. Taking stock of exis ng assets and mapping
them out provides clarity and can help target investments. In fact, the Newaygo County
Conven on and Visitors Bureau posted a detailed map of the county’s natural resource assets
on its website (County, 2014).
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Croton
Dam

6.9 Maintaining a Balance
Interes ngly, there is much talk about economic development, raising income levels, enhancing
infrastructure, crea ng new jobs, and expanding access to services; yet, for Newaygo County,
the reason many people choose to live, learn, work, and play here is its rural landscape, open
spaces, rus c appeal, agricultural vistas, seclusion, natural beauty, independence, low level of
government involvement, etc. This “feel” to the county is already threatened by urban sprawl
from Newaygo’s few ci es. Fer le soil, for example, is scarce in the county. And the very place
where residents want to expand residen al development, the southern half of the county, is
where the only farmable land is located.
Coﬀey (2013) confirms the importance of a balance in land use for Newaygo County:
As we shi into a new economy compe ng not only locally and regionally, but also
globally, the importance placed on community character, growth management,
protec on and access to natural resources, and maintaining a symbio c rela onship
between ci es and countryside have become increasingly essen al components of
successful communi es…Planning and zoning increases the viability and sustainability of
the en re county, protec ng natural resources, focusing economic development in and
around ci es, providing opportuni es for recrea on and tourism, providing a
“sense of place,” protec ng ci zens by ensuring adherence to state and na onal
requirements, and working with neighboring communi es to manage boundaries and
share resources.
The balance between preserva on and promo on of resources is a constant process. For
example, the Muskegon River is no longer threatened by the lumber industry, but now faces
new challenges. According to the Muskegon River Watershed Assembly and park system
oﬃcials, as well as charter fishermen, the natural balance of the ecosystem is s ll under
significant threat. Non‐point source pollu on, invasive species, agricultural runoﬀ,
deforesta on, and many other nega ve industrial and human impacts aﬀect the health of the
overall watershed. Riparian home owners, o en unaware of the environmental impact, remove
vegeta on all the way down to the water’s edge – exacerba ng runoﬀ and erosion.
Addi onally, at peak periods during the summer, overuse of the river can lead to pollu on or
erosion.
For these reasons and many others, maintaining a balance between preserva on and
promo on of natural resources in Newaygo County is essen al for sustainable growth. The
county’s natural resource assets contain enormous poten al for recrea on and nature tourism.
Expanding access to these economic drivers over more extrac ve industries is one way of
balancing growth with protec on. Admi edly, tourism ac vi es come with their own
challenges in terms of conserva on, but much less than ac vi es such as mining. Newaygo
County will face many challenges and trade‐oﬀs in its development journey going forward.
Paying a en on to the nature tourism trend and mee ng the consumer demand for natural
resource and recrea on ac vi es may represent important sustainable solu ons for growth.
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Newaygo County Convention and Visitors Bureau Map: Newaygo County
http://www.newaygocountytourism.com/maps

Is there a good balance between preserva on and promo on of natural resources in the
county? Key stakeholders responded to this ques on and oﬀered advice for righ ng imbalances
(paraphrased):
·

There is always this tension, balancing protec on with access; but it’s a healthy tension.

·

Currently, there is an imbalance. Both promo on and preserva on come at a cost.
However, there is not enough money, and it is cheaper to waste than to conserve. We
need to find ways to make it more aﬀordable to conserve, or find ways to help cover the
costs of conserva on. Or, we could fund it through finding some way of spreading the
cost to the consumers – this could be done through labeling/cer fica on costs.

·

Agriculture and food processing can produce waste that threatens the quality of the
water. Therefore, waste must be treated before entering the system.

·

Yes, there is a good balance, even a strong balance. However, it is necessary to combine
eﬀorts to preserve with promo ng/marke ng sustainability for use. There is room for
growth in promo on.

·

Educa on about preserva on/promo on of natural resources should be a mandatory
subject in high school.

·

Overall, today there is a good coexistence in the county, and this is probably how it will
remain for many years to come.

·

Having good leadership in the county creates this good balance and maintains it.
Keeping the whole county in perspec ve also helps the balance.

·

There can be a good balance if promo on is managed with preserva on of the
resources as a priority. We must be prepared to manage and preserve the resources if
we are going to promote them more.

·

We must always be improving.

·

There has to be a compromise between conserva on and promo on. You must
promote, but with a conserva on mindset.

·

There is not enough on the preserva on side. There is too much resource deteriora on
and not enough concern. There are water quality issues if overdevelopment happens.

·

There is a good balance, but we need to be diligent with our science and research to
keep those balances for the long‐term. This way we can weigh the balances and make
sure they are objec ve for the future.
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Rural Vistas

·

There is a good balance. We are far enough away from urban centers and sprawl. We
have a small popula on, and tourism is underu lized. We have the capacity to handle
increases.

·

A very ac ve tourism board promotes Newaygo County well, and has a great brochure.
We must, however, con nually look at adding/improving our recrea onal facili es. With
regard to protec on, zoning is the first line for protec on. Zoning provides good rules
for development. We are doing pre y well in terms of our base regula on of land use.

·

We have a good balance between preserva on and promo on now. For example, the
digester [Fremont Community Digester] project is a crea ve solu on. One challenge is
not being proac ve enough. Figuring out how the state (through state programs) could
help bear the costs of agricultural land and water stewardship, instead of individual
farmers, would help incen vize stewardship. This would incen vize farmers to do the
right thing. Everyone abiding by the same rules will avoid unduly penalizing one over
another. Communica ng the benefits of stewardship is important so that people
understand the taxes funding the eﬀorts.

·

As a rural county, Newaygo is lightly developed. There is a good mix in the county for
preserva on. Though, more promo on of recrea on and the natural resources available
is needed.

·

We need both more promo on and more educa on about preserva on.

The variety of responses reveals the complexity of this ques on. There is an emphasis on
constantly improving – that there is always room to learn. Stakeholders indicate that increased
promo onal eﬀorts must be paired with the capacity to maintain and preserve the resources.
Interes ngly, increasing promo on and educa on of the resources may also lead to heightened
preserva on. When resources are used and enjoyed, they may be more valued.
7 Triple Bo om Line Impact: A Brief Look at the Field
Founda ons, nonprofit organiza ons, and governmental ins tu ons play important roles in
managing natural resources. Governments provide enforcement and laws, nonprofits provide
advocacy, universi es contribute research, and founda ons both fill in gaps and foster
innova on with strategic funding and incen ves. From policy to fieldwork, these are the
organiza ons spurring ins tu onal change and public opinion toward sustainable NRM.
From community founda ons and field research sta ons at the local level to global
organiza ons like the United Na ons Environment Program (UNEP), eﬀorts are being made
both to define and achieve sustainable development. Indeed, sustainable development is an
appropriate phrase to use when discussing natural resources because environmental change
inevitably involves significant economic and social considera ons. Sustainable development
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implies both preserva on and promo on of resources, both conserva on and livelihood
interests – in short, a focus on both people and nature.
The interac on between humans and nature is complex, and the concept of sustainable
development a empts to address this complexity through process. Sustainable development
involves a constant analysis of human impact on nature at the same me as nature provides
engines for economic growth. The following sec ons outline how diverse organiza ons are
a emp ng to achieve either preserva on, promo on, or both, and also what lessons can be
drawn for the Newaygo County context.
Two overall themes stand out because of how frequently they surfaced throughout the analysis
of models and strategies from other organiza ons, and they involve the crossover between
environmental, economic, and social issues:
7.1 Environment and Economy
First, the combina on of environmental considera ons with economic strategies: Many
organiza ons target environmental ini a ves that also make economic sense, or fund
conserva on eﬀorts that also account for local livelihoods. Based on this balance between
ecology and economics, the Wege Founda on coins its strategy, Economicology. Similarly, the
Walton Family Founda on terms its strategy Conserva onomics – suppor ng “conserva on
solu ons that make economic sense” (Environment, 2014).
The Walton Family Founda on’s freshwater focus areas could apply to Newaygo County:
·
·
·
·

Preserving healthy river flows that provide a sustainable water source for local
communi es and a livable habitat for wildlife;
Ensuring safe and healthy water quality for people and wildlife alike;
Restoring land along rivers that can serve as sanctuary for plants and animals and
recrea on areas for local residents; and
Designing structures such as dams and levees in a manner that both serves communi es
of people and minimizes impacts to rivers and wildlife. (Freshwater, 2014)

Strategies for suppor ng, enhancing, and restoring water resources are well‐suited for
Newaygo County’s three watersheds, miles of rivers, creeks, streams, and hundreds of inland
lakes. Newaygo County’s upstream influence on the water supply also significantly impacts the
region, as all three of its watersheds eventually empty into the Great Lakes.
Similar to the Walton Family Founda on, the Conserva on Fund (CF) emphasizes the
rela onship between conserva on and economics: “…good economics and good conserva on
go hand‐in‐hand. That’s why our mission, and charter, includes both economic development
and environmental preserva on” (Community, 2013). CF supports community development
and sustainability eﬀorts for businesses involved in renewable energy, recrea on, and
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agriculture. Through its financial ins tu on, CF also helps finance businesses with a focus on
natural resources in rural and economically‐challenged areas.
According to CF, conserva on is more than about saving land: “Conserva on also impacts some
of America’s most pressing issues: food security, reliable energy, available water, job crea on,
and livable communi es” (Sustainable Programs, 2013). Notably, CF has specific goals for the
Midwest region:
·

Sustainable Eﬀorts In The Midwest
Our sustainable programs in the Midwest tackle land use issues from food security and
sustainable farming to flood management and green energy. We partner with local
communi es on conserva on ini a ves that protect land, enhance livability in
communi es and help develop local economies. (Sustainable Programs, 2013)

Michigan State University’s Land Policy Ins tute (LPI) is yet another organiza on focused on the
intersec on between natural resources and economics, providing “market solu ons to land use
problems” (Market, 2013). LPI brings a market perspec ve to sustainable development of land
resources. Preserving farmland, for instance, must go beyond protec ng land to increasing the
produc vity of agriculture. Connec ng farmers to new technology and markets is part of this
strategy (Viable, 2013).
LPI also conducts research and outreach for how to sustainably develop Michigan’s natural
resources. According to LPI, “This requires balancing the needs of current stakeholders with the
needs of future genera ons” (Sustaining, 2013). A be er understanding of the environmental
impact of forestry, mining, agriculture, and tourism enables improved planning at state and
local levels. Importantly, given Michigan’s 1,850 governmental en es, LPI provides
coordina on and planning assistance across jurisdic ons (Enhanced, 2013).
The Kresge Founda on stands out because of its unique focus on resilience to climate change.
Kresge es in the triple bo om line: “We seek to help communi es build environmental,
economic and social resilience in the face of climate change” (Environment Program, 2014). By
resilience, Kresge means prosperity in spite of climate change consequences. According to
Kresge, communi es are resilient when they:
·
·
·

An cipate and prepare for the condi ons climate change will introduce or worsen.
Limit the greenhouse‐gas emissions that cause climate change by reducing demand for
energy and increasing the propor on derived from renewable sources.
Promote social cohesion and inclusion so that community members share informa on
and support one another. (Environment Program, 2013)

The Michigan Environmental Council (MEC) advocates for environmental issues in the poli cal
and policy arena. According to MEC, Michigan’s environment “is more than simply our beau ful
natural resources. It is the air we breathe, the water we drink, the land we grow food on, and
the neighborhoods we live in” (MEC Priori es, 2013). MEC emphasizes how Michigan’s natural
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resources sustain both its people and economy. MEC promotes clean energy with the goal of “a
stronger economy, healthier communi es, and more reliable energy costs” (Promo ng, 2013).
MEC also promotes public health safety by building coali ons to tackle issues like obesity and
lead poisoning, as well as figh ng for cleaner air and access to healthy food.
Further, MEC works to protect Michigan’s water, a topic of par cular importance to Newaygo
County (Protec ng, 2013). MEC emphasizes the significance of the Great Lakes resource:
Our majes c Great Lakes – in mately interconnected with our streams, ponds, rivers,
wetlands and drinking water – are our iden ty. They are catalysts for industry, tourism,
recrea on and a Michigan quality of life anchored by our proximity to blue ribbon trout
streams, idyllic swimming holes and coastline vistas that melt into shimmering horizons.
(Protec ng, 2013)
The Great Lakes increasingly represent a water resource with global significance. As freshwater
demand increases, good stewardship of the Great Lakes becomes more important. MEC works
on ini a ves to prevent sewage, agricultural chemicals, and other contaminants from entering
the water system. More specifically, MEC is involved with state regulators on the Michigan
Agricultural Environmental Assurance Program (MAEAP), as well as fracking permits.
MEC also details the poten al of Michigan’s natural resources. A large sec on from MEC’s
website is included on this topic because of its par cular applicability to Newaygo County:
The tradi onal avenues by which our natural resources are tapped for economic gain—
mber produc on and mining, for example—are alive and well in Michigan today. From
woody biomass u liza on to natural gas recovery technologies and new mining plays in
the Upper Peninsula, interest in these components of Michigan’s natural resource
economy is on the rise. Understandably, these job‐crea ng opportuni es are enjoying
strong support from Michigan lawmakers and agency staﬀ.
But delivering on the full economic poten al of the Pure Michigan brand (and the places
that are its founda on) should also mean that, as these extrac ve opera ons are
undertaken, we look ahead to ensure that the state and local communi es have a plan
for a er the opera ons are gone. By and large, these industries are rela vely short‐
lived. Once the mber and minerals are removed, the companies and jobs move on,
o en leaving rural communi es with li le to show for their eﬀorts.
How might the state and local partners capture addi onal financial benefit from these
one‐ me removals and invest the money in things that will make local communi es
a rac ve and economically sustainable in the future? Could a new mining haul road be
built, for example, to also one day provide improved recrea onal access?
Michigan is currently under‐u lizing its natural resource base as an economic
development strategy that embraces and employs these assets as place‐based, quality
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of life investments in the emerging, talent‐based economy. Conserva on,
environmental and outdoor recrea on groups can help communi es and leaders
iden fy strategies and rally public support for a natural asset‐based economic
development strategy that would put our state’s outdoor quality of life on par with
other urban redevelopment and extrac on‐driven natural resources ini a ves. The end
result would be a set of implementable natural resource‐based economic development
plans, with local support and implementa on teams, to fully u lize and protect the
unique conserva on, natural resource and outdoor recrea on assets of Michigan’s
diverse landscape. (Conserving, 2013)
As indicated above, extrac ve industries have all too o en taken resources and le without
considera on for what impact the deple on of resources had on the local economy. Increased
tax revenue and a temporary surge in employment represent a rac ve short‐term incen ves,
but o en fail in the long‐run. Hence, the WealthWorks and other in a ves have focused on
wealth owned and controlled by rural areas. How can rural areas weather boom and bust
cycles? Sustainability means asking this ques on and planning long‐term for when businesses
and industries phase out. Farming sustainably will ensure long‐term soil health; measuring the
impact of water extrac on (Nestle’s Ice Mountain water‐bo ling opera on in the Muskegon
River Watershed, for example) will help conserve freshwater resources; and sustainable
forestry will ensure viability of forest areas.
7.2 Environment and Equity
Secondly, environmental ini a ves o en have an equity or social emphasis. The Kellogg
Founda on ini ated a program in which grants were available to community founda ons
throughout Michigan for improving access and ADA compliance to natural resources. The
Greenville Area Community Founda on, for example, was able to develop key natural resource
and recrea onal assets through a $440,000 grant from Kellogg. These asset improvements
included the Fred Meijer Flat River Trail tunnel, Baldwin Lake Public Beach, and Camp Wah‐Wah
‐Tay‐See park. In another example of equity at the community founda on level, a significant
por on of the Vermont Community Founda on’s Food and Farm Ini a ve is focused on the low
‐income popula on. The locally‐grown produce is delivered to schools in which up to 40
percent of students qualify for free lunches.
Interna onal organiza ons like the United Na ons Environment Program (UNEP) and the
United States Agency for Interna onal Development (USAID) include a focus on protec ng
vulnerable popula ons in their environmental strategies. UNEP’s Disasters and Conflicts sub‐
program focuses on assessments, recovery, and peacebuilding surrounding environmental
crises. O en, those most aﬀected by natural disasters and conflicts are the poor and
disenfranchised. Be er ecosystems management, however, can help reduce risk.
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According to UNEP and the United Na ons Development Program (UNDP),
Poor people depend on the environment for their livelihoods and well‐being. Improved
management of the environment and natural resources contributes directly to poverty
reduc on, more sustainable livelihoods and pro‐poor growth. To fight poverty, promote
security and preserve the ecosystems that poor people rely on for their livelihoods, we
must place pro‐poor economic growth and environmental sustainability at the heart of
our economic policies, planning systems and ins tu ons. (Poverty, 2014)
Along these lines, UNEP and UNDP joined forces to promote the Poverty‐Environment Ini a ve
(PEI). This program provides technical and financial assistance to governments in order to
facilitate pro‐poor NRM. The program encourages decision‐makers to include livelihood
improvements in how they manage the environment and promote development. As previously
noted under tourism, USAID includes goals for poverty reduc on in its sustainable tourism
ini a ves (Sustainable Tourism, 2014).
Likewise, the Kresge Founda on’s environmental program includes the poor in eﬀorts to
combat the dangerous condi ons (o en natural disasters) resul ng from climate change:
We will work to ensure that the climate‐resilience field develops with dedicated
competencies for addressing the needs of low‐income people and communi es. Given
the dispropor onate amount of nega ve eﬀects they will experience, they also must
realize commensurate benefit. (Environment Program, 2013)
The Conserva on Fund (CF) notes the connec on between environmental preserva on and
poverty: CF’s Resourceful Communi es Program acknowledges the many challenges facing rural
communi es: “In North Carolina, [for example], Resourceful Communi es creates opportuni es
that preserve the rural landscape, li people out of poverty and celebrate the state’s unique
culture” (Sustainable Programs, 2013).
The Michigan Environmental Council also fights for environmental jus ce issues:
Working to achieve jus ce, fairness in policy decisions
Every Michigan resident has the right to healthy air and clean water. Furthering an
environmental jus ce ethic helps provide equal protec on from pollutants for all
communi es, regardless of race, religion or na onal origin. S ll, many Michigan
popula ons con nue to suﬀer dispropor onately from disease, hardship and
substandard services that are the fallout from industrial pollu on and ins tu onal and
poli cal neglect. (Figh ng, 2013)
Clearly, environmental ini a ves involve equity and economic considera ons. Without careful
planning, economic development could degrade the environment or increase income
inequality; on the other hand, conserva on interests could s fle growth and lower
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employment. Thus, incorpora ng the triple bo om line into NRM makes sense and will result in
a more equitable and economically viable community.
Overall, combining conserva on with economics and equity in Newaygo County makes sense.
MSU Land Use principles fit Newaygo County, as does the resilience strategy proposed by the
Kresge Founda on. Policy advice from the MEC could apply to Newaygo County: the community
should have long‐term holis c plans for the type of short‐term growth from extrac ve
industries. Principles such as avoiding sprawl, crea ng walkable and livable streets and
communi es can apply to the county’s municipali es.
8 Recommenda ons
8.1 Strategies for Stewardship
The topic of educa on came up o en in key stakeholder interviews in response to ques ons
about how to best steward the county’s natural resources. Increasing knowledge and spreading
it to others, including up and coming genera ons, is key to sustainability. According to another
stakeholder, development eﬀorts which include the triple bo om line of environment,
economy, and community are the best stewardship strategies. Yet another stakeholder
indicated stewardship ac vi es and planning must involve the public because successful
development necessitates community ownership.
Educa on, philanthropy, collabora on, and fostering a good land ethic were noted as strategies
for stewardship. More specific stewardship ac ons recommended to ensure the preserva on/
promo on balance include: reforesta on, zoning laws, stricter rules about catch limits for
fishing, recycling, water recapturing, preserving connec vity of forestland, inves ng in new
technology for agriculture, and inves ng in green energy technologies. One key stakeholder
expressed that a stewardship strategy would need to include money, a strategic plan, a capital
campaign, a good scien fic underpinning, and a common goal that brings people together.
Key stakeholders desired many diﬀerent kinds of projects when presented with the ques ons
of what they would like to see happen and what NRM planning ac ons they would recommend
in the county. There is some crossover, but overall, the proposed natural resource projects or
ini a ves and planning ac ons can be categorized into preserva on or promo on:
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Figure 5

Preserva on
1. Establish a common standard for agricultural preserva on and best prac ces, one that
applies uniformly to all townships
2. Protect the White River from commercial water withdrawal and con nue support for
the Natural Rivers Act
3. Organize a reforesta on eﬀort, including cleaning up dead/diseased trees
4. Construct sewer systems around lakes
5. Form a council of all stakeholders with an interest in the Muskegon River
6. Preserve farmland
7. Purchase development rights to protect farmland in perpetuity
8. Remove small dams not serving any useful purpose
9. Develop fish passage improvements around larger dams
10. Install mber road crossings instead of gravel culverts
11. Enhance communica on between NRM agencies
12. Incorporate green space and natural areas into development
13. Protect natural Oak and Karner Blue Bu erfly communi es
14. Increase educa on about natural resources and agriculture
15. Provide educa onal material about natural resources when purchasing fishing/hun ng
licenses
16. Establish a natural resources fund and commi ee at FACF
17. Provide incen ves to develop exis ng property and avoid sprawl
18. Establish more stringent water protec on regula ons
19. Raise money for implemen ng conserva on projects
20. Prevent soil erosion and improve wildlife habitats
21. Invest in new technology for agriculture to preserve/conserve resources
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Figure 6

Promo on
1. Promote natural resources and fishing
2. Encourage those with second homes to make them permanent residences
3. Oﬀer more recrea on opportuni es
4. Support land‐based economic development
5. Organize and condense natural resource promo onal material in the county
6. Manage the Muskegon and White Rivers for tourism and economic development
7. Encourage recrea on and events on lakes
8. Establish more bed & breakfast loca ons
9. Encourage mountain biking, horse‐back riding, cross country skiing, canoeing,
kayaking, and ra ing
10. Raise awareness of the county’s extensive trails
11. Fix the immigra on system
12. Invest and capitalize on forestry programs – get private landowners involved
13. Conduct more planning with the Ag community (FFA and Ag science, for example)
14. Establish a be er connec on and improve communica on with the Michigan DNR
15. Improve recrea on infrastructure and facili es
16. Ease the rela onship between environmentalists and developers through more plan‐
ning and communica on
17. Process lumber into green, sustainable products
18. Market the county’s groundwater sustainably
19. Promote small‐scale, value‐added agricultural products to nearby markets
20. Establish community farms, partnering and connec ng people to agriculture: for ex‐
ample, provide a subsidy so people can have access to grow their own food
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8.2 Poten al for Philanthropy
There are numerous opportuni es for FACF to partner with local agencies and nonprofits to
improve and conserve natural resources in the county. Key stakeholders commented on how to
maximize the impact of philanthropy. They praised FACF for its good reputa on in the
community and ability to convene key stakeholders around important issues. One of these
issues is natural resource conserva on. The funds for protec ng, conserving, or restoring
natural resource assets like rivers o en do not come from the private sector. This makes
philanthropy par cularly important for sustaining natural resources.
Key stakeholders emphasized partnerships and matching grants as opportuni es to make a
greater impact in the community. FACF could represent part of the 25 percent match on MI
DNR Trust Fund projects, for example. Addi onally, FACF is unique with its ability to make an
impact through funding because of its neutrality. Many other groups contribu ng to projects
may have their own interests or narrow interests. FACF, on the other hand, tends to have a
longer term focus and sees the bigger picture.
Another stakeholder cau oned, however, that FACF must not spread itself too thin. Capitalizing
on a few key focus areas or even one priority will create a greater impact. The Kalamazoo
Community Founda on, for example, has the single goal of college access. As a result, every
single student in the community has the opportunity to pursue post‐secondary educa on.
It is important to connect donors to their passions. Targe ng those donors who are passionate
about natural resources and connec ng them to projects and ini a ves related to their
interests will make an impact. People spend money on what they are passionate about, and
when FACF is able to do what connects to their passion, it creates a win‐win. According to one
stakeholder, partnering with local a orneys for estate planning could facilitate these
connec ons – in which donors could be advised of how their passions align with community
founda on focus areas and projects.
8.3 Conclusion
There is no one size fits all approach to natural resource management. There are, however,
many principles or a ributes to indicate successful approaches. Natural resource stakeholders
in Newaygo County and the West Michigan region confirmed the concepts from the literature
as important to NRM. Governance, community engagement, and flexibility will enable
successful and sustainable NRM. Transparency and accountability in ins tu ons at local, state,
and na onal levels will build trust, an essen al component to NRM planning. Partnerships,
collabora on, and eﬀorts to include mul ple stakeholders makes for a smoother planning
process and helps avoid one group gaining too much power over another.
Engaging the community in how natural resources are used, enhanced, and protected will also
ensure success. Community ownership in natural resource projects benefits NRM due to local
knowledge and fast response mes when issues arise. Eﬀec ve engagement means experien al
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educa on, constantly reaching out to all stakeholders, and using channels most appropriate to
the audience. Eﬀec ve communica on can establish a solid founda on for NRM planning.
External forces like weather, regula ons, or funding aﬀect NRM and make flexibility a necessity
for success. Naviga ng mul ple jurisdic ons and levels, diverse stakeholder groups, and
external forces renders natural resource planning diﬃcult but not impossible. The uncertainty
involved in NRM highlights the importance of ensuring decisions are based on sound science
and knowledgeable leadership. The structure of NRM planning and regula on must be flexible
and adaptable given changing ecological condi ons and conflic ng social‐ecological
rela onships.
Importantly, successful and sustainable management of natural resources could avoid social
conflicts in the future. As an increasing popula on demands more from a decreasing amount of
scarce resources, good governance – establishing rules and best prac ces for use, as well as
incorpora ng new technology and innova on to adapt, will become essen al for sustainability.
Newaygo County and West Michigan are blessed with an abundance of natural resources, but
without proac ve management and investment to an cipate future demands and stresses,
resources can quickly be depleted.
Key stakeholders made many recommenda ons for connec ng natural resources to
development in the county. Even though many of the sugges ons fall on one side or the other
of the preserva on/promo on spectrum, all stakeholders acknowledged the importance of
balance. Development must take into account environmental impact, and conserva on must
account for livelihood needs. The triple bo om line of ecology, economy, and community must
be wri en into every project and plan.
One of the persistent problems in the county is poverty, which is closely ed to unemployment.
As evident from the Brief Look at the Field sec on, several other organiza ons are inves ng in
natural resources to s mulate the local economy, while protec ng the land and including
vulnerable popula ons. While this may seem idealis c or utopian, it is nevertheless the only
sustainable way forward. In the context of increasing income inequality, vola lity of industries
amidst globaliza on, environmental degrada on, and poli cal stagna on, among many other
challenges, local ownership and control will become increasingly necessary for crea ng wealth.
Truly, it will be the innovators and risk takers who discover new solu ons, and it will be those
projects which take into considera on economy, society, and environment which will see
success in the future.
Philanthropic investments hold enormous poten al to s mulate crea vity and innova on in
Newaygo County. FACF has a compara ve advantage in risk‐taking because its discre onary
budget has the sole purpose of improving quality of life. Contribu ng to recrea onal
enhancements, unique natural resource conserva on, and industrial natural resource
innova ons represent opportuni es for grantmaking. Weaving natural resource investments
into FACF’s poverty to prosperity, community and economic development, and educa on
grantmaking focus areas will aid in triple bo om line accomplishments.
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In order to meet this holis c goal, the following criteria should guide natural resource
grantmaking:







Community engagement and educa on components
 Giving people ownership empowers them. Eﬀec ve educa on about the natural
resources builds more support and value for sustainably managing the
resources.
Open planning and broad representa on of stakeholders
 Responsible and inclusive planning helps avoid conflicts.
Accountability
 Transparency in leadership, funding, and decision‐making builds trust.
Connec ons to local livelihoods
 Choosing local suppliers first, for example, fosters local economic development.
Environmental impact assessments
 Of course, choosing to develop in a way which lightly impacts the natural
resources encourages sustainability.

In this way, inves ng in natural resource assets and ameni es in the county will contribute to
reducing poverty and promo ng economic development while also protec ng the
environment. Natural resources form the founda on of the county’s economy, with agriculture,
food processing, and tourism. Inves ng in natural resource assets like water resources, land,
and forests, has the poten al to provide new opportuni es for meaningful employment. From
fishing charters to hoteliers to food processors, local businesses will become more sustainable
as the resources on which they are based are sustainably managed.
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Appendix A
Interview Protocol:
What natural resource management challenges does Newaygo County face?
What is Newaygo County’s compara ve advantage in managing resources eﬀec vely and eﬃciently? (Singleton, 2000)
Governance
How do we avoid capture by special interests? (Singleton, 2000)
How do we avoid corrup on in agencies/oﬃcials/power‐holders/enforcers? (Rus, 2012)
How do we promote accountability?
How do we promote fairness and establish trust? (Smith & McDonough, 2001)
What is the best co‐opera on or co‐management strategy between municipali es, NGOs, Newaygo County (with other
coun es), the state, and na onal government, as well as the corporate sector? (Singleton, 2000)
How do we best use resources to achieve shared goals?
Community Engagement
How do we establish trust between ins tu ons/actors? Where are our shared interests?
How do you approach community engagement (Davenport & Seekamp, 2013)?
How do you receive feedback from the public on planning/decision‐making?
Who does the networking, organizing, and coordina ng (Davenport & Seekamp, 2013)?
What is the role of rela onal networks? How have you established or a empted to establish them?
Flexibility
How is the community prepared or not prepared for changing ecological condi ons amidst uncertain mes? (e.g.
climate change/extreme weather)?
Is scien fic uncertainty a significant challenge/barrier?
What is the most eﬀec ve way to educate the public? (McCool & Guthrie, 2001)
Would decentralizing the decision‐making render natural resource management more eﬀec ve and sustainable?
(Larson & Ribot, 2007)
Is natural resource planning more about procedure or crea vity/innova on? How flexible are you to ini ate change/
respond to change and adapt? (Lachapelle, McCool, & Pa erson, 2003)
What external forces play a role in natural resource management? (Armitage, 2005)
What role does history play? How do values and beliefs factor in? (Agrawal & Gibson, 1999)
Addi onal Ques ons
What is the best strategy for good stewardship of our natural resources?
How do we maximize the impact of philanthropy? Including, how do we maximize the poten al for collabora on?
Matching dollars? Matching grants? Where do our missions align?
What would you like to see happen in Newaygo County?
What natural resource planning ac on would you recommend?
Where is the need? How would you meet it?
What will draw more tourism to the County?
What are Newaygo County’s major natural resource assets?
Is there a good balance between preserva on and promo on?
If not, how would you correct it?
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Appendix B
Informed Consent
This study involves research, including interviews of various key stakeholders in Newaygo County. The
purpose of the research is to obtain informa on about how to best preserve and promote natural
resources in the County. I hope to learn strategies for achieving successful and sustainable management
of Newaygo County, Michigan’s natural resources.
Combining knowledge from the literature and a mul tude of key stakeholders in the community will
contribute towards not only innova ve and sustainable conserva on solu ons but also more eﬀec ve
founda on grant‐making. Strategies for balancing preserva on and promo on of natural resources in the
midst of uncertain ecological mes and o en conflic ng social‐ecological rela onships may help sustain
the County’s and region’s wealth of natural resources into the future.
Interviews last approximately one hour. The researcher will follow a list of pre‐determined ques ons.
You may skip any ques ons should they make you feel uncomfortable. The informa on obtained from
interviews may be published and/or disseminated as part of the findings of this research project. Social
risks from these non‐confiden al interviews are minimal. The interviews are not confiden al, and
par cipa on is voluntary. No penalty or loss will result from refusing or discon nuing par cipa on at any
me. If you have ques ons about the research, you may contact:
Dr. Carlos Parodi, Principal Inves gator
309‐438‐5467
cparodi@ilstu.edu
Addi onally, for ques ons involving your rights as a research par cipant, the Research Ethics &
Compliance Oﬃce for Illinois State University can be reached at: (309) 438‐2529 and/or rec@ilstu.edu.
Thank you for your par cipa on. Please sign below to acknowledge that you have reviewed this consent
form.

_______________________________________
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